Abstract. The CoNLL-2000 dataset is the de-facto standard dataset for measuring chunkers on the task of chunking base noun phrases (NP) and arbitrary phrases. The state-of-the-art tagging method is utilising TnT, an HMM-based Part-of-Speech tagger (POS), with simple majority voting on different representations and fine-grained classes created by lexcialising tags. In this paper the state-of-the-art English phrase chunking method was deeply investigated, re-implemented and evaluated with several modifications. We also investigated a less studied side of phrase chunking, i.e. the voting between different currently available taggers, the checking of invalid sequences and the way how the state-of-the-art method can be adapted to morphologically rich, agglutinative languages. We propose a new, mild level of lexicalisation and a better combination of representations and taggers for English. The final architecture outperformed the state-of-the-art for arbitrary phrase identification and NP chunking achieving the F-score of 95.06% for arbitrary and 96.49% for noun phrase chunking.
Introduction
For chunking in English, the current state-of-the-art tagging method is SS05 [12] . It was tested on the CoNLL-2000 dataset [14] and achieves an F-score of 95.23% for chunking base noun phrases (NP) and 94.01% for arbitrary phrases. Its concept is based on the lexicalisation of Molina and Pla [6] and voting between multiple data representations (see details in Section 2.1). However, the paper leaves multiple questions unanswered. How well does a basic tagger (originally developed for POS tagging), like TnT [2] , maintain well-formedness of chunks? How converters handle ill-formed input? And so on. In this paper, we also investigate the independent impact of voting without lexicalisation to F-scores.
We also evaluate multiple taggers (with different underlying methods), with respect to the number of invalid sequences created during tagging and converting between representations.
Introduction to chunking
The task of applying tags to each token in a sentence consecutively is called sequential tagging. In general, the tagger tries to assign labels to (neighbouring) tokens correctly. The well-known special cases of this task include Part-of-Speech tagging, Named-Entity Recognition (NER) and chunking. In the latter two IOB tags are used to determine a well-formed one level bracketing on the text. In each sentence each token has an assigned label, which indicates the beginning (B), inside (I), end (E) of a chunk. One may distinguish the outside (O) of a sought sequence and one-token-long, single (S or 1) chunks. In addition, each marked sequence (except the outside labels) may have a type that corresponds to the task (typed or untyped case). 
Representation variants
Numerous representations exist, which try to catch information differently (see table 1 and [15] for details). There are variants which are basically the same. We try to follow the most convenient form of these. For example, there exists the BILOU format 1 (B=B, I=I, L=E, O=O, U=S) or the bracket variant ([=B, I=I, ]=E, O=O, []=S) which are equivalent to the SBIEO 2 format. In this paper, we prefer the name IOBES. IOB2 format is commonly referred to as IOB or BIO or CoNLL format. There also exists the Open-Close notation (O+C or OC for short), which is roughly the same as bracket variant ([=B, I=O, ]=E, O=O, []=S). In the untyped case, however, where only one type of chunks is sought one can not make a difference between the outside and the inside chunks, so the whole representation relies on the right positioning of opening and closing tags, which makes this representation very fragile. Besides, there are two inferior representations the Inside-Outside notation (IO) and the prefixless notation, where the tag consists only of the chunk type. These variants can not distinguish between subsequent chunks of the same type, but is easy to use (for searching nonconsecutive chunks) due to their simplicity.
Conversion of (possibly invalid) IOB sequences
POS taggers and IOB taggers might have many characteristics in common, but they are significantly different. IOB tags have an important substantial property: well-formedness, which relate tags at the intra-token level and can easily be inspected, while POS tags have no such property. In the literature, there is no mention of the proper handling of invalid sequences, especially during conversion between formats. However, lexicalising increases the number of invalid tag sequences assigned by simple taggers, because as the number of labels grows the sparse data problem arises.
At the time of writing this paper, we only found one tool that is publicly available and able to convert between multiple IOB representations: IOBUtils 3 , which is the part of the Stanford CoreNLP tools written by Christopher Manning [5] . This converter is written in JAVA 1.8 and has no external interface to use by its own. It can handle labelsets IOB1, IOB2, IOE1, IOE2, IO, SBIEO/IOBES and BILOU with or without type (e.g. B-VP) and it seemed robust and faulttolerant. IOBUtils also has some similarities with the official evaluation script of CONLL-2000 task. First, it converts the chunks from the IOB labels into an intermediate representation and then transforms them into the required IOB labelset.
The original source of the SS05 approach (see Section 2.3 for details) served as another, independent implementation written in Perl. We still decided to create our own tool for conversion (inspired by the Perl version) in Python 3 (to enable us to verify thoroughly the speed and robustness of the method). We also examined IOBUtils, a converter based on a rather different concept, jointly with the original SS05 and our approach. The latter two converters use the fact that two neighboring tags of each label and the current tag can unambiguously determine the result of the conversion. This method seemed to be very clumsy and fragile compared to IOBUtils because a big number of corner cases needed to be handled properly.
In our measurements, we compared the three converters on a realistic data which could be malformed (the intermediate stages of the SS05 algorithm). To help later reproduction and application of our results, we made all three converters available freely along with our whole pipeline.
State-of-the-art chunker for English
For chunking English, the CoNLL-2000 shared task [14] is the de-facto standard for measuring and comparing taggers. The current state-of-the-art method, SS05 [12] , uses this dataset with every 10th sentence separated from the training set for development. We used this method as our baseline.
The concept of SS05 has three basic steps. First, the lexicalisation: every IOB label is augmented with POS tags and with words which are more frequent than threshold of 50 4 (see table 2 for details). Second, the conversion and tagging: the lexicalised tags converted to the five IOB formats, then tagging is performed with each format separately with TnT tagger [2] . In the third step, the five outputs are converted to a common format and voted by simple majority voting and the resulting tag becomes the final output. This method yields an F-score of 95.23% for NPs and 94.01% for arbitrary phrases. We mainly followed this concept, if it is not indicated otherwise. Table 2 . Lexicalisation: every IOB label is augmented with the POS tag, and (above a given frequency threshold that was set to 50 in SS05) also with the word as well (Full), and our lighter, mild version with less labels (just words) where just the labels of the frequent words is modified. We use '+' for separator because it is easier to parse than '-' used originally in SS05. We were given the original Perl source code of SS05 5 , which helped to understand better the workflow and the undisclosed details. Our first step was to reproduce their results, but the package did not contain the specific version of TnT that they were using, so we applied a potentially different version of the original Brants implementation that we had access to. The review of their code resulted several bug fixes (in the Perl code), and a somewhat parallel (highly extended), refractored Python code that finally could reproduce their results, but with smaller F-scores.
Unlexicalised

Adaptation of lexicalisation (to agglutinative languages)
For English SS05 is a fast (but not freely available) method and has the clear advantage over other competing taggers. The question comes naturally: can it be used for agglutinative languages as well? The lexicalisation part of the method generates finer label classes by adding lexical information to the POS tags and labels of frequent words and POS tags to the labels of non-frequent words (see Table 2 ). Due to this procedure, there is an 18 times increase in the number of labels (from 23 to 422). Unfortunately, this high number of classes makes it impossible to use or reasonably slows down most of the taggers available for English, because of the exponential growth of learning time that can be observed for example in Maximum Entropy-based (ME) learners, which have been shown effective for Hungarian maximal NP chunking [3] . In ME training a multi-label learning problem is broken down into a number of independent binary learning problems (one per label) which makes the training process exponentially slower. This problem with a high number of classes holds particularly true for agglutinative languages like Hungarian. If we want to apply the SS05 algorithm to agglutinative languages (to enjoy its benefits on speed and performance compared to other taggers), we can not use lexicalisation or we rule out most of the (state-of-the-art) taggers because of the slow-down effect due to the highly increased number of classes. For example the number of tags describing a token morphosyntactically in Hungarian in the Humor tagset [7] exceeds 200, which is one order of magnitude greater than the 36 Penn POS tags used for English.
Lexicalisation, combined with the large number of frequent words and the forms of IOB tags, makes the number of labels so high that it can not be handled easily with any tagger, e.g. Brant's TnT tagger has the upper limit of 2048 tags and ME taggers are also unsuitable because of the exponential slow-down mentioned above. This fact makes the method unsuitable for complex languages such as Hungarian.
In order to be able to tackle the challenge arousing from the high number of labels in agglutinative languages, we made experiments with both zero and mild lexicalisation. In the latter case just the frequent words (referenced as just words) and their labels are lexicalised 6 , the other labels are left untouched (see table 2 for example) instead of the original full lexicalisation where the labels of the non-frequent words were augmented with their POS tag. (See Table 2 for details.)
Multiple taggers voted
Since the results of SS05 were published, many good taggers have been made available. The original authors wanted to show the impact of their method on an ordinary tagger, but left the evaluation of better taggers to the reader. As TnT is being a surprisingly fast POS tagger, we have no doubt that their method was extremely fast and efficient.
Our primary goal was to create a freely available, fast, and adaptable solution, that performs in pair or better than SS05 for English and can be evaluated on other (agglutinative) languages as well to measure the impact of voting on different representations with a wide spectrum of taggers. Therefore, we gathered freely available taggers with different inner-workings and compared them to TnT at the aforementioned levels of lexicalisation.
The following sections contain the brief introductions of the used taggers. We also wanted to evaluate the performance of some taggers, that represent the state-of-the-art on an agglutinative language to examine if they yield some additional improvement to our tagging task.
TnT
TnT is originally a POS tagger created by Thorsten Brants in 2000 [2] . The program is not freely available, closed source and written in C/C++. The underlying method uses second-order Hidden Markov Machine (HMM) with an extra check for boundary symbols at the end of sentences to prevent 'loose end'. Additionally, the program uses many trickery solution disclosed partly in the original paper. The program also uses a guesser, that tries to model suffixes of rare unseen words, but this feature has no role in this experiment. We used a different version of this program from the one used originally for SS05, but with default settings replicating the original experiment.
NLTK-TNT
In search of a free substitute of TnT we found Natural Language Toolkit for Python (NLTK) [1] which implements a basic variant of TnT. This framework is written in Python and the TnT implementation lacks the handling of Unknown words (but has the API for a drop-in replacement, that was not necessary for this experiment) and using a simple HMM augmented with the checking of boundary symbols at the end of a sentence. The whole program is implemented in Python bearing in mind the simplicity instead of speed, therefore the tagging phase is very slow and unknown tags are substituted with the Unk symbol.
PurePOS
PurePOS [10] is a freely available, fast substitute of TnT, including most of the advanced features found in TnT. The program is implemented in Java and its speed is comparable with TnT. PurePOS is the state-of-the-art POS tagger for Hungarian [10] , but to our knowledge it was never used for a task other than POS tagging. On its input the tagger needs word, stem and label tuples. As stem we used the word itself to make it impossible for the suffixguesser to have any impact on the experiments. We also experimented with the words instead of POS-tags and the combination of words and POS tags without success.
CRFsuite
We also tested CRFsuite [9] , a first-order Conditional Random Field tagger. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) is a popular method for general sequential tagging and CRFsuite is a fast, freely available implementation of first-order CRFs in C++. As input, one can define features for each token. The author has his own featureset for CoNLL-2000 task, which was evaluated as well (referred to as 'official CRFSuite'). There is also a slow-down with the increasing number of labels, but the running times are still feasible.
HunTag3
To evaluate different methods in our experiments we used HunTag3 [3] , a maximum entropy markov model (MEMM) tagger. The program consists of a simple Maximum Entropy (ME) unigram model combined with a first-or second-order Viterbi decoder. The user can define advanced features for tagging and the program can handle more than 2 million features. Its authors observed zero invalid tag sequence with it for Hungarian and English [3] . The program is written in Python 3 and uses standard tools (SciPy [4] , NumPy [16] , Scikit-learn [11] ) internally, therefore it is considerably fast without lexicalisation, but due to the maximum entropy approach many classes make the program exponentially slow. Therefore we did not use this tagger on lexicalised data.
The authors of HunTag3 made it possible to use CRFSuite as an external tagger after the advanced featurization of HunTag3. We also included this method to our experiments. HunTag3 (including CRFSuite as an external tagger) is successfully surveyed for maximal Noun Phrase (NP) chunking 7 making HunTag3 the current state-of-the-art chunker for Hungarian [3] . In the same paper, the program is also used for Hungarian named-entity recognition (NER) and for English chunking on the CoNLL-2000 dataset too 8 [3] .
The test bench
The original CoNLL-2000 data had to be prepared for processing: the development set of every tenth sentence was stripped and the set of frequent words 7 where the top level NP in the parse tree is the sought 8 HunTag3 with CRFsuite in this combination outperformed HunTag3, but did not overcome the state-of-the-art.
was generated from the development set with the original threshold frequency of 50. We implemented an unified wrapper for each tagger and converter, which made it possible to use each tagger in conjunction with each converter for each representation on each lexicalisation level. The tagged data then were delexicalised and converted to the voting format, voted and then finally evaluated. We kept the evaluated data at each intermediate step, so we could get an insight of what is really happening and why. Furthermore, we also surveyed whether voting more independent taggers boosts F-scores or not. Voting was defined on different dimensions: for instance, voting between more taggers in one IOB format or between all the IOB formats with one tagger 9 . During the implementation we found that a good converter can be a crucial part of the system, and we found that not every bug could be squashed by testing every possible way of conversion on the original gold standard data.
Results
First we tried to reproduce the results of SS05 with the code we got. Since TnT was not the part of the package, we could not reproduce the exact same numbers of SS05 even with the original code. The numbers we got were significantly lower, because of the multiple bugs we found and fixed in the converting routines. The reproduced numbers, with the fixed programs (as the part of the full experiment) are in [bracketed typewriter style]. See table 3, 5 and table 6, 8.
Lexicalisation alone
To measure the gain on voting, we ran each tagger on each representation and lexicalisation level solely. We found that CRFSuite with the official features unanimously took the lead, and it turned out, that the best lexicalisation level was the mild lexicalisation (just words), where only the frequent words were lexicalised. See table 3, 4, 5. 
Different representations voted against each other
Each training and test data were converted to all representations with all lexicalisation levels, tagged with each tagger and we selected each five representation separately and the remaining representations were converted by each converter and voted by simple majority voting (as in SS05). We also examined the performance of the converters, but apart from some bugs, there were no significant performance differences. We found that the mild (just words) lexicalisation performed best along with the official CRFSuite tagger and voting did not improved overall results compared to sole taggers. See tables 6, 7, 8 and 9. Table 7 . We tested each tagger with simple majority voting with mild lexicalisation (just words). The best F-scores are in italics and all F-scores above 94% are bold. In all cases official CRFSuite, performed best. In many cases during voting there was a draw between the taggers (2 x 3 or 2 x 2 identical votes and one tagger with a third opinion) and the number of votes were equal. The original paper and code of SS05 method has not clarified how these situations were handled. We used lexical ordering on tags by default because the code suggested us this was happened. Although we think not handling draws in voting by not setting any tie breaking rule is a generally bad idea as it makes the method unpredictable as this important detail is left to the implementer. Therefore we set the following tie breaking rule: in case of tie the first voter is right. In section 6.2 IOB2 was always chosen to be first as the least converted representation achieving no significant change in results. But in section 6.2 CRFSuite tagger with its official features was chosen to be first causing the results to unanimously improve with about 1% for each representation (which we consider to be an artefact). We voted different taggers against each other in each representation on each lexicalisation level to examine if using more taggers can add information to voting or not. None of the scores performed as good as CRFSuite official on its own. See table 10 for details.
Different taggers voted against each other
Converters
At the time of writing this paper there is only one converter available (CoreNLP IOBUtils). We implemented our own version and used the original SS05 code too. After comparing the three converters we found that IOBUtils is a robust and error correcting converter. We fixed a lot of bugs in the other two implementations, reducing the differences between them. Our converter was able to count invalid tag sequences 10 . This made possible it to show how lexicalisation affect the number of invalid sequences on different levels of lexicalisation. See table 11 for details. we consider the training times we can not ignore the fact that on one hand, the lexicalisation is the best performing factor of the SS05 method and can not be omitted, but on the other hand, it is also the factor that slows down the whole algorithm.
The cornerstone of the lexicalisation is the right frequency threshold and lexicalisation rules. In our experiments we used the ones given by the SS05 algorithm as we only wanted to select the best tagger and also to eliminate the unneccessary part of the lexicalisation to be able to adapt easier for agglutinative languages. The current threshold is not a well-founded, language agnostic number. We think that, the deep investigation of the lexicalisation threshold could improve performance and also would optimise the training times. Unfortunately, searching for the right lexicalisation constant in conjunction with the best tagger would made the training times infeasible.
Given the above fact, the overhead caused by the voting is insignificant. Especially if one just want to train the tagger only once, because the tagging and voting not demand considerably more time. 
Conclusion
We reimplemented the state-of-the-art SS05 chunking method and asked for the authors for their source code to determine the parts of the algorithm that were undisclosed before in the original paper. On the one hand, we were able to understood their workflow. On the other hand, we could fix numerous bugs in their program and rerun all their tests. We tested a mild level of lexicalisation (just words) in conjunction with more taggers with different inner-workings. We tested multiple IOB label converters and fixed their bugs. Our mild lexicalisation in conjunction with CRFSuite performed best across the taggers and lexicalisations. With voting these scores were further improved, however we found that simple majority voting in general does not add much to a combination of a good tagger with the appropriate level of lexicalisation 11 . We found that voting between all the examined taggers with simple majority voting can neither outperform the results of the best tagger alone in any representation nor on any level of lexicalisation. We examined the adaptation of the system to agglutinative languages with far more possible labels at lexicalisation and checked the number of invalid sequences created by taggers which has an influence on converters and therefore on the final result. We made our pipeline including the highly extended version of the SS05 algorithm fully available, to ease later reproduction and fine-tuning of our method.
Future work
In English one must distinguish between arbitrary phrase identification where most of the tokens belongs to one of the many chunk types and the base Noun Phrase (NP) chunking task where the only sought type is the lowest level NP-s. In Hungarian the most sought chunk types are the maximal Noun Phrases (NP) where the top level NP in the parse tree is needed. In this paper we only could measure our method on the first two, but we think that in the future all three of the task could be examined adding the named-entity recognition (NER) task for both English and Hungarian as well. All of the aforementioned task can be investigated in the same way by the same programs evaluated here in terms of voting 12 , but this task spans beyond this paper. We think there is much room for improvement on the fine-tuning of the lexicalisation such as using word classes generated by word embedding, a nowadays popular method, for lexical categorisation [13] and use the same technique to improve the corpus quality [8] .
We also think that the possibility of using decision trees or other metalearners to the voting task should be considered as all the needed tools are available including the problem of the large number of draws during the voting. Additionally, there is also room for experimenting with other available taggers as with our mild lexicalisation less tagger is ruled out by the large number of labels.
